
"ONE ART Taipei 2022"
Nominated Five Emerging Artists for  “ONE ART Award”.

ONE ART Taipei 2022 nominated five winning shortlists for this year's “ONE

ART Award”; a total of five young artists under the age of 35 received this

honor. ONE ART Taipei displays the winning artworks inside one of the

exhibition rooms at The Sherwood Hotel for a one day pop up preview. This

year's jury will select the final three winning artworks and the artists will be

announced at the grand opening luncheon on Jan 14, 2022.

This year's "ONE ART Award" invited many influential juries, including Yuanta

HSU, assistant professor of Department of Art History, Tainan National

University of the Arts. Yaming FENG, Founder of MSYAMING

INTERNATIONAL GROUP. Matthew SHIEH, collector and advisor. Judy

CHIANG, Consultant of CTBC FOUNDATION FOR ARTS AND CULTURE.

Kenneth LIN, chief editor of ART COLLECTION+DESIGN magazine. OAT is

committed to discover art talents to bring more art power to Asian art industry.

Considering that the young artists tend to go through a phase of

self-discovering and style adjustment after their academic years, 35 is

considered an age of a milestone. Therefore, OAT finds more young potential

artists and provides them with the prize - "ONE ART Award".



ONE ART Taipei invites experts from diverse domains such as academics,

collections, curations and media to form a jury team and give young artists

strong recognition.

This year's “ONE ART Award '' nomination includes art work《White Mountain

》by artist Yuhua LIN from Neptune Gallery. 《The inner chart of the dissected

practice》by artist Ban Yuan CHANG from Helios Gallery. 《Giving a present

which is more valuable than you is belief》 by artist Lin Yung HUANG from

Rich Art Gallery. 《Cowherd and Weaver Girl》by artist Lin Yuan ZENG from

AKI Gallery and《Black Furniture 38》by artist Ming Tsan TSAI from Donna Art.

Left:《White Mountain》 Middle:《The inner chart of the dissected practice》Right:《Giving a present which is more
valuable than you is belief》

Neptune Gallery brings artist Yuhua LIN‘s work 《White Mountain》to express

the change in the traditional flower art structure caused by the development of

nature and man being gradually forgotten due to the change of social lifestyle.

(Remark - Left:《White Mountain》) Through the imagination of the inner body,

combined with the belief that the body is the universe in Taoism, 《The inner

chart of the dissected practice》artwork by artist Ban Yuan CHANG



from Helios Gallery is the work that continues the artist's 2019 solo exhibition

"Self, Man and Machine and Their Remnants" in Taipei Fine Art Museum,

bringing viewers philosophical speculation beyond consciousness. (Remark -

Middle:《The inner chart of the dissected practice》) . Rich Art Gallery brought

the works of artist Lin Yung HUANG《Giving a present which is more valuable than

you is belief》citing the famous piece of artwork Madonna dei Fusi combined

with important symbols in historical masterpieces, expressing criticism and

ridicule for the new era of worship in the value of money through its own

views. What is particularly noteworthy is that each work is done by the artist

insisting on hand-painting intended to resist the "reification of art" and

"planarization" caused by pure collage and mechanical printing, which

successfully brought a brand new pop art expression model to the market.

(Remark - Right《Giving a present which is more valuable than you is belief》) .

Left:《Cowherd and Weaver Girl》 Right:《Black Furniture 38》



LIN Yuan ZENG from AKI Gallery, depicts everyday moments with a sensitive

and delicate angle. The artwork《Cowherd and Weaver Girl》expresses the

delicacy and splendor of every moment. When viewing the works, viewers can

feel the thrill of changing scenery and the excitement of seeing fireworks in

early childhood. (Remark -  Left:《Cowherd and Weaver Girl》) .  The artwork

which expresses unique creations through their own opinions include《Black

Furniture 38》by artist Ming Tsan TSAI from Donna Art. Taking the cat as the

main body to express the relationship between each character,if you can

balance the higher dimensions, the mind and the body, you will surely gain joy

and stability.  (Remark - Right:《Black Furniture 38》). ONE ART Taipei

expressed that through "ONE ART Award" will allow young artists to gain

positive and powerful recognition, young artists can also have the opportunity

to be on the stage and present their art works. Final winning artworks and the

artists will be announced at the grand opening luncheon on Jan 14, 2022. We

sincerely invite everyone to participate in the opening event and have a

glimpse of the style of this year's selected artists.



【About ONE Art Taipei】

ONE ART Taipei (OAT) seeks to create the best hotel art fair in Asia. Founded in
2017, the official organizer, Asia Pacific Artlink Co., Ltd, is devoted to holding the
“ONE ART Taipei” art fair and the photography fair, “Photo ONE.” With the
experience throughout the years, the organizer has obtained recognition and support
from 2019、2020、2021. The fourth edition ONE ART Taipei 2022 will be held on
January 14 to January 16, 2022 once again to integrate the art industry in Asia
Pacific and to strengthen domestic collectors' development and also provide both
domestic and overseas collectors an exceptional VIP service.

OAT Website：https://www.onearttaipei.com
OAT Instagram：@onearttaipei
OAT Facebook：/Onearttaipei
OAT Youtube：ONE ART Taipei

Media Contact
Asia Pacific Artlink Co., Ltd
Dora LIN
TEL: +886-2-2325-9390 | +886-903-122-799
Email: info@onearttaipei.com
Address:  6F -1 , No.191, Sec. 1, Da’an Rd., Da’an Dist., Taipei City 10684, Taipei Taiwan

Venue                            The Sherwood Taipei 15-17F

Collector Preview         2022.01.14（五）13:00-20:00

VIP Preview                   2022.01.14（五）15:00-20:00

Public Days                   2022.01.15（六）12:00-20:00

                            2022.01.16（日）12:00-20:00

https://www.onearttaipei.com
mailto:info@onearttaipei.com


【Annex 1】ONE ART Taipei 2022 "ONE ART Award" Nomination list

● AKI Gallery｜Lin Yuan ZENG｜《Cowherd and Weaver Girl》｜

acrylic, canvas｜150 x 112 cm｜2021

● Donna Art ｜Ming Tsan TSAI｜《Black Furniture 38》｜color on

paper｜60 x 60 cm｜2021

● Neptune Gallery｜Yuhua LIN｜《White Mountain》｜Natural Mineral

Pigment, Powder, Silver Foil, Ink, Paper｜91 x 72 cm｜2021

● Rich Art Gallery｜ Lin Yung HUANG｜《Give a Gift more Important

than You - Faith》｜oil painting on canvas｜200x159 cm｜2021

● Helios Gallery｜ Ban Yuan CHANG｜《The inner chart of the

dissected practice》｜oil paint acrylic spray paint wood

｜100x160 cm｜2020


